Drinks at your event
There are two ways to supply drink for your guests at your event

Purchasing from our wine
& champagne selection

Sourcing and purchasing the wine
& champagne independently

You will find a pdf on the website (www.sueco.gg)
with our current wines & champagnes collection. This
selection is reviewed on an annual basis, has been
tasted and reflects a good mix of grapes from both
new & old worlds.

The term corkage is used where you purchase
the wine and we handle it. It is one of the most
misconceived terms in the hospitality world, where
commonly people think that corkage is a charge to
take the cork out of a bottle of wine, however below
we have defined what exactly you get from your
corkage service charge:

We are not tied or affiliated to any specific supplier on
the island, so if there is a particular favourite that does
not appear on our list and you would like us to serve it
at your event please do not hesitate!

Appropriate pre event & event storage
Transport to & from the event (if appropriate)
Washing up all glassware

If you are planning a large event
(200+ guests) we would recommend
that you purchase all wines and
champagnes through us.

Responsible disposing of glass & cardboard
The option of sale & return

Corkage on Wine
£8.00
Corkage on Champagne
& Sparkling Wines
£10.00

Glass hire at smaller events

Our guarantee

There are of course situations where you are organising an event
for small numbers where you have the capacity at the venue/your
house to store all the wine appropriately. In this situation we are
able to provide you with glasses for a nominal cost, depending on
numbers of guests and range of glasses required.

Whether you source the wine through ourselves or use our
corkage service you will have the peace of mind that we will
organise this professionally and efficiently.
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